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Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing E-Book (Each) 2019-09-07 This companion provides quick and easy access to current, evidence-based information. The 1st edition, written by a dedicated team of expert authors led by Sharon Edmonds, offers an efficient and manageable approach to the vast volume of content found in Medical-Surgical Nursing in Canada. The streamlined, compact format of the Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management. Written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style, this convenient tool is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. The Clinical Companion to Medical-Surgical Nursing is based on the content of Medical-Surgical Nursing in Canada. It provides nearly 300 entries on current health issues ranging from AIDS to Diabetes to West Nile Virus. An alphabetical index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. Perfect for use by students and nurses who need quick access to current information, the Companion will be valuable to all healthcare professionals.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2019-07-23 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2019-05-15 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2019-04-12 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2019-03-30 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2019-02-18 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2019-01-25 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2018-12-26 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2018-11-29 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2018-11-22 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2018-10-30 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2018-09-07 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.

Clinical Companion for Medical-Surgical Nursing - E-Book 2018-08-07 If you are a clinical instructor or student, you know that your time is limited. That's why we've created the Clinical Companion for Ignatavicius and Workman's Medical-Surgical Nursing. Updated to align with the new seventh edition, this compact companion provides you with quick access to key information and resources that students and nurses need to pass the NCLEX examination and be successful in the clinical environment. The Companion includes over 150 common medical-surgical conditions and their management, written in a reader-friendly, direct-address style. The quick-reference format of the Companion is perfect for helping you pass the NCLEX examination, and it fits easily into your clinical rotations. Additionally, an updated index at the end of the book makes it easy to find information on specific conditions and topics. The Companion is updated annually to reflect the most recent changes to the NCLEX examination and to keep pace with the ever-changing healthcare environment.